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Come find a piece of cake in this sweet word find. The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with no backwards.

ANGELFOODCAKE
BAUMKUCHEN
BLACKFOREST
BUNDT
CARROT

COCONUT
COFFEE
FUNFETTI
FUNNEL

GERMANCHOCOLATE
GINGERBREAD
ICECREAM
LAYER

LEMON
MARBLE
MOUSSE
POUND
PUDDINGCAKE

REDVELVET
SPICE
SPONGE
TRESLECHES
WHITE
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ANGELFOODCAKE COCONUT GERMANCHOCOLATE LEMON REDVELVET
BAUMKUCHEN COFFEE TE MARBLE SPICE
BLACKFOREST FUNFETTI GINGERBREAD MOUSSE SPONGE
BUNDT FUNNEL ICECREAM POUND TRESLECHES
CARROT LAYER PUDDINGCAKE WHITE
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